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Abstract
Efficient optical pumping is an important tool for state initialization in quantum technologies, such as
optical quantummemories. In crystals dopedwithKramers rare-earth ions, such as erbium and
neodymium, efficient optical pumping is challenging due to the relatively short population lifetimes of
the electronic Zeeman levels, of the order of 100ms at around 4 K. In this article we show that optical
pumping of the hyperfine levels in isotopically enriched 145Nd +3 :Y2SiO5 crystals ismore efficient,
owing to the longer population relaxation times of hyperfine levels. By optically cycling the population
many times through the excited state a nuclear spinflip can be forced in the ground state hyperfine
manifold, inwhich case the population is trapped for several seconds before relaxing back to the
pumped hyperfine level. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach in applications we perform
an atomic frequency combmemory experiment with 33% storage efficiency in 145Nd +3 :Y2SiO5,
which is on a par with results obtained in non-Kramers ions, e.g. europium and praseodymium,where
optical pumping is generally efficient due to the quenched electronic spin. Efficient optical pumping
in neodymium-doped crystals is also of interest for spectral filtering in biomedical imaging, as
neodymiumhas an absorptionwavelength compatible with tissue imaging. In addition to these
applications, our study is of interest for understanding spin dynamics inKramers ionswith
nuclear spin.

1. Introduction

In rare-earth ion doped crystals, one often uses frequency-resolved optical pumping (i.e. spectral hole burning)
as a necessary preparation step in various applications, such as optical quantummemories [1–4], spectrum
radio-frequency analysers [5, 6], and narrow spectral filters for biological imaging [7, 8]. For the latter
application, there is a special interest inmaterials such as YSOdopedwith neodymium and thulium [9].
Common to all these techniques is the need for creating narrow and deep spectral holes in the inhomogeneously
broadened optical transition. Themost efficient way for realizing deep spectral holes is to optically pump ions
into a long-lived ground state, which could be electronic spin or nuclear spin states. Generally it is observed that
the efficiency of the optical pumping, i.e. the depth of the spectral hole, strongly depends on the ground state
population lifetimewith respect to the radiative lifetime [10–13].

In non-Kramers ions, such as europium, praseodymiumor thulium, the ground state is an electronic singlet
in low-symmetry doping sites, such that only nuclear interactions (eg. Zeeman and quadrupole) exist in the
ground state [14, 15]. As a result both spin–spin interaction and spin–lattice relaxation rates are low,with
lifetimes ofmany seconds or hours [15], and efficient optical pumping can be achieved in awide range of
experimental parameters (in terms of doping concentration, temperature andmagnetic field).
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InKramers ions such as erbium, neodymiumor ytterbium, the ground state is an electronic Zeeman doublet
S=1/2 in low-symmetry doping sites, with amagneticmoment in the range of 1–15μB, where
μB=14 GHz T−1 is the Bohrmagneton. The largemoment results in strong dipole–dipole interactions
betweenKramers ions and faster spin–lattice relaxation rates. In terms of applications, however, Kramers ions
are interesting as the large Zeeman and hyperfine splittings allow large bandwidth quantummemories
[13, 16, 17] and could be interfacedwith superconducting qubits working in the 1–10GHz regime [18, 19].

Recently we presented a detailed study of the spectral hole lifetime in naturally dopedNd3+:Y2SiO5 [20], as a
function ofmagnetic field strength and direction, temperature (between 3 and 5.5 K) andNd3+ doping
concentration. It was found that the spectral hole dynamics were dominated by the population relaxation
between the electronic Zeeman statesmS=±1/2 of evenNd3+ isotopes having zero nuclear spin I=0. For
doping concentrations required for practical applications (a few tens of ppm) the longestmeasured lifetimewas
around 160ms. This relatively short spectral hole lifetime results in residual absorption backgrounds of about
6%–7%of the peak absorption, which has been themain factor limiting the efficiency in several quantum
storage experiments we have carried out in naturally dopedNd3+:Y2SiO5 [17, 21, 22]. Such background
absorptionswould not allow very efficient (50%or above) quantummemories based on cavity enhancement
[23, 24], as demonstrated in praseodymium and europiumdopedmaterials [25, 26]. Also, there is an interest in
using the 883 nm resonance inNd3+:Y2SiO5 crystal for biological imaging [9], but spectral filteringwith high
dynamic range requires a lower residual absorption.Hence, further application ofNd3+-dopedmaterials in
these research areaswould greatly benefit from longer spectral hole lifetimes.

In naturally doped Er3+:Y2SiO5 similar spectral hole lifetimes of up to 130 ms have been achieved using
isotopeswith I=0, at very lowmagnetic fields and around 3K [27]. Longer lifetimes can be achieved both in
Er3+:Y2SiO5 crystals [19] and Er

3+-doped fibres [12], but at sub-K temperatures. At temperatures above 1K,
Rančić and co-workers recently demonstrated long spectral hole lifetimes of up to 60 s in a isotopically enriched
167Er3+:Y2SiO5 crystal [28], where

167Er has a nuclear spin I=7/2. In their approach spin–lattice relaxation
between the electronic Zeeman statesmS=±1/2 is suppressed by applying a highmagnetic field of 3Tor
more, inwhich case the hole lifetime is dominated by relaxation between nuclear statesmI in the lowest
electronic Zeeman state. A similar suppression of the electronic spin–lattice relaxation inNd3+-doped samples
would requiremuch highermagnetic fields, ormuch lower temperatures, due to four times lowermagnetic
moment ofNd3+ ions.

As an alternative approachwe explore spectral hole lifetimes inmoderatemagnetic fields and a temperature
of about 3K in an isotopically enriched 145Nd3+:Y2SiO5 crystal, detailed in section 2, where

145Nd also has a
nuclear spin I=7/2. In section 3we show that the spectral hole lifetime depends strongly on the duration of the
hole burning pulse. By burning for durations of around one second, the spectral hole is dominated by a slow
decay process with a lifetime that can reach 4 s. In section 4we develop a simplemodel to explain our data, where
the basic idea is that optical pumping for long durations increases the probability of flipping the nuclear spin
projectionmI in the ground state. Once the nuclear spin hasflipped through the optical excitation, the spin flip-
flop and spin–lattice relaxation rates are reduced, as these rates depend on nuclear spinmixing induced by the
non-secular part of the hyperfine interaction · ·S A I . In section 5 it is shown that the efficiency of the optical
pumping is enhanced as a result of the longer hole lifetimes, with an absorption background of 1%–2%of the
peak absorption. By applying these results to an optical storage experiment based on an atomic frequency comb
(AFC)memory, we reach storage efficiencies of up to 33%,which ismainly limited by the peak absorption rather
than the residual background absorption.

2. Experimental details

Yttriumorthosilicate Y2SiO5 crystal belongs to the crystallographic group C h2
6 . It is known as a hostmaterial that

provides excellent coherence properties due to its lownuclear spin density. Neodymium ions can substitute
yttrium ions in two crystallographic sites, both of lowC1 symmetry [29].We grew the crystal by theCzochralski
method using the parameters given in [30]. It was dopedwith 0.001 at% concentration of 145Nd3+ ions, with an
isotopic purity of about 90%.Wenote that crystals from the same boule have been used in electron spin
measurements presented in [31, 32]. Our samplewas cut with faces perpendicular to the b,D1, andD2 optical
extinction axes [33], where lightwas propagating along the b axis (of length 12mm). The states of interest in this
work are the ground 4I9/2 and excited

4F3/2 states of site 1. In theC1 site symmetry, the ground and excited states
split into 5 and 2Kramers doublets, respectively. Allmeasurements presented herewere carried out on the
transition between theKramers doublets of lowest energy, at awavelength of 883.0nm (in vacuum) for
site1 [34].

The opticalmeasurements were performedwith an external cavity diode laser with≈1MHz linewidth and
drift within the tens ofMHz per hour. Large bandwidth frequency scans (in theGHz range)were performed by

2
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scanning a piezo element in the cavity. An acousto-opticalmodulator (AOM) in double-pass configuration
provided fine control of the amplitude and frequency of the light (120MHz bandwidth). TheAOMwas used to
create the optical pulses for the spectral hole burningmeasurements, as well as for preparing the AFC in the light
storage experiment.

Infigure 1we show the optical absorption spectrum recorded at 3 K and zero appliedmagnetic field. The
strongest absorption is obtainedwith the linear light polarization along theD1 axis. The absorption profile
follows a smooth distribution, without any visible substructure due to the hyperfine splittings of the ground and
excited states. To reveal transitions hiddenwithin a large inhomogeneous absorption profile one can employ
spectral hole burning (SHB) techniques [14]. A typical SHBmeasurement performed at the centre of the
absorption line consists of a burn pulse at afixed frequency and a time-delayed probe pulsewhose frequency is
scanned around the burn pulse frequency. The spectral hole appears at the burn frequency, while side holes
appear at frequencies given by any splittings in the optically excited state [14]. In the inset offigure 1we show the
SHB spectrum in 145Nd +3 :Y2SiO5with zero appliedmagnetic field. A set of periodic side holes can indeed be
observed, due to the hyperfine levels in the excited state. Unfortunately the large number of expected side holes
due to the + ´ + =( ) ( )S I2 1 2 1 16 hyperfine levels does not allow any quantitative analysis of the hole
structure. However, the exact SHB spectrum is not of interest here, as wewill principally investigate the time-
resolved dynamics of the central hole in the SHB spectrum.

3. Spectral hole decaymeasurements

The SHBmechanics of interest here is due to trapping of population in ground state hyperfine levels that are not
excited by the burn pulse in the SHB sequence. In this way the observed hole decay curve contains information
about different relaxation rates within the ground state hyperfine levels. This regime is achieved by optically
burning the hole for a durationmuch longer than the excited state lifetime, which for 4F3/2 is 225μs [34]. In the
experiments presented here the burn pulse duration varied between 10 and 950ms. Tomeasure the decay of the
hole, we varied the delay td between the burn and probe pulses and recorded the area of the central spectral hole
for each delay. By using the hole area themeasurement is independent of spectral diffusion [35]. A range of SHB
decaymeasurements weremadewith different burn pulse durations and appliedmagneticfields. For all
measurements, however, themagnetic field orientationwas along theD1 axis and the temperature was3K.

All SHBdecaymeasurements featured the same overall trend of a fast decay in the beginning, followed by a
much slower decay of the hole. A striking observationwas that the relative amplitudes of the fast and slow decays
depended on the duration of the burn pulseTburn, while the time constants of the fast and slow decays were
independent of the burn pulse duration. Infigure 2(a)we show two typical SHBdecay curves for a shorter (100
ms) and longer (950 ms) burn pulse, at amagnetic field of 900 mT. In this particular case the fast decay constant
was 75ms, while the slow decay constant was 1.72 s. It is also clearly seen that the fast decay dominates the decay
for a short burn pulse, while the slow decay dominates the decay for the long burn pulse.

To investigate the dependence of the relative amplitudes of the fast and slow decays on the burn duration, we
recorded and analysed an entire set of decay curves forTburn in the range of 10–950ms. Each set was analysed
using only two time constants that were common to all curves, while the relative amplitudes werefitted
individually. Specifically, the decay of the spectral hole depth dhole wasmodelled as

Figure 1.The optical inhomogeneous absorption profile on the ( )⟷ ( )/ /I 0 F 04
9 2

4
3 2 transition, at a temperature of 3 K andwith no

appliedmagnetic field. Themeasured peak optical depth is 1.26 (0.44) for the light polarization along theD1 (D2) axis, resulting in an
absorption coefficientα= 1.05cm−1 (α= 0.37cm−1). The inhomogeneous lineshape isGaussianwith a FWHM linewidth of
7.7 GHz. In the inset we show the hole burning spectrum showing the central hole and the associated side holes due to the hyperfine
splitting in the optically excited state 4F3/2.
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= - + -( ) ( ) ( )d t d t T d t Texp expd d dhole f f s s . Here df and ds are the amplitudes, andTf andTs the time
constants, of the fast and slow decays, respectively. The parameters df and ds were fitted for each burn duration,
whileTf andTs were fitted globally for the entire set of burn durations for a givenmagnetic field strength.We
emphasize that all sets of decay curves could be analysedwith only two time constants, for allmagnetic fields.

Infigure 2(b)we show the relative amplitudes of the fast and slow decays, whichwe define as
xf=df/(df+ds) and xs=ds/(df+ds), respectively, as a function of the burn duration for afield of 900 mT. By
pumping for sufficiently long, one is able to force the hole to decay predominantly through a slower relaxation
mechanism. The crossing point in this particular case is for a burn duration of about 90ms. In the following
sectionwewill present a simple relaxationmodel to explain the observed SHB curves.

4.Hyperfine relaxationmodel

The spectral hole is created by a re-distribution of population among the hyperfine levels in the ground state of
145Nd3+, with respect to the thermal distribution, due to the cycling of population through the optically excited
state. Atmostmagnetic fields used here, the ground state Zeeman splitting between themS=±1/2 branches is
larger than the optical broadening, such that the corresponding states can be resolved. For those fields we
consistently excited themS=−1/2 ground state, as shown in figure 3. Forweaker fields, both ground states
were excited simultaneously.We remark, however, that in our recent study ofNd3+ ions having no nuclear spin
[20], the spectral hole decay did not depend on the initial statemS=±1/2. The split of the hyperfine states
within a givenmS branch, on the other hand, is not resolved optically, as exemplified by the smooth zero-field
absorption spectrum shown infigure 1. The spectral hole is thus an average of optical pumping of all possible
initial statesmI. In addition, in this regime ofmagnetic fields the hyperfine interaction is aweak perturbation to
the Zeeman interaction. Then the separable states ñ ñ∣ ∣m mS I describe, to a good approximation, the hyperfine
levels in the electronic ground state (see figure 3). However, as wewill see, a smallmixing of states ñ ñ∣ ∣m mS I due
to the hyperfine interaction is essential in order to understand the different spin relaxation rates.

As population is optically cycled through the excited state, ions can optically decay back to different
hyperfine ground state levels. If the ion optically decays into the oppositemS=+1/2 ground state having the
samemI, then it can relax through the process that does not involve any change in the nuclear spin projectionΔ
mI=0.We denote this ground state relaxation rateR0, as shown infigure 3. For amagnetic field of 900mT for
which the results are shown infigure 2, the dominant relaxation process is the direct spin–lattice relaxation
(SLR) [20]. For the SLR process this relaxation path is expected to have the highest rate (shortest lifetime) [36],
due to the low spinmixing. The hyperfineHamiltonian · ·S A I , does however open up other relaxation paths,

Figure 2. (a)The spectral hole amplitude as a function of the delay between the burn and probe pulses, for two burn durations ofTburn

= 100 ms (circles) and 950 ms (squares), respectively. The vertical axis shows the logarithmof the optical depth in the spectral hole.
Each curve has been shifted to zero at the shortest delay. The solid lines are fitted curves using the simplemodel described in the text.
(b)Relative amplitudes of the fast (circles) and slow (squares) decay constants, as a function of the burn durationTburn (see text for
details).
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owing to non-secularmixing terms such as S−I+ and S−I−.We denote these relaxation rates byR+ andR−,
which are expected to be significantly slower thanR0 [36]. In the simpler case of an axially symmetric hyperfine

Hamiltonianwith the field along one of the principal axes, then = =+ - D( )R R RA

E

2

0
g

[37]whereA is the

hyperfine component perpendicular to themagnetic field andΔ Eg is the electronic ground state Zeeman
splitting. Other, pure nuclear relaxation paths, for whichΔmS=0, are assumed to be even slower [28] and are
not considered here.

Using this simplemodel we canmake sense of the spectral hole decay curves shown infigure 2, by
additionally assuming that the optical decay preferably preserves the nuclear spin projectionmI, as shown by the
solid line infigure 3. A shorter burn pulse would then preferentially optically pump ions into the oppositemS

state with identicalmI projection, yielding a fast hole relaxation given byR0. By increasing the burn durationwe
can increase the chance of optically decaying into neighbouringmI states, as shownby the dashed lines in
figure 3, whichwould yield slower hole decay rates of the order ofR+ and/orR−. In principle, we should then
observe two additional rates, while experimentally one slow decay constant is observed.However, in theory the
ratesR+ andR− also havemI dependence, which is also different for the two rates, as discussed by Larson and
Jeffries [36]. In our case we believe that eitherwemeasure an effective average rate, whichwould correspond to
the slowdecay constantTs, or one of the rates dominate over the other for the particular field orientation used in
this experiment. Further experimentalmeasurements and a detailed theoreticalmodellingwould be necessary to
decide upon this question. Yet, the overall behaviour is consistent with this simplemodel.

To better understand the relaxationmechanisms governing the fast and slow decays, wemeasured the hole
decay curve for fields in the range of 10mT–1.6 T. But before discussing these results, we briefly recall themain
findings of [20]wherewe studied the decay of spectral holes due to relaxation betweenmS=±1/2 states for
ionswith no nuclear spin I=0. At lowfields (around 0.5 T) the decaywas given by spin–spin relaxation, with a
linear increase of the spectral hole lifetime as a function of appliedmagnetic fieldB. At higherfields the direct
SLR process caused a decrease of the lifetimewith thewell-known scaling1/B4 [36, 38–40].

Infigure 4 the fast and slow lifetimes are shown as a function of the applied field. As seen the lifetimes
generally increase at lowfields, reach amaximumaround 0.4 T, and then start to decrease for higherfields,
similarly to the case of ionswith I=0. In [20] it was found that a SLRmodel including the direct, Raman and
Orbach processes explainedwell the high-field data for ionswith I=0. Infigure 4 the blue solid line shows the
lifetime predicted by thismodel, using the fitted parameters [20] for this particularmagnetic field angle (D1 axis).
Themodel agrees rather well with the high-field data of the fast decay component. This is supporting our
hypothesis that the fast decay is related to the relaxation process that only changes the electronic spin project
(D = m 1S andΔmI=0), denoted by the rateR0 infigure 3. The small difference we believe is due to the fact
that theR0 should depend slightly on themI value, as discussed by Larson and Jeffries [36], while our rate is an
average over all nuclear projectionsmI. The scalingwithmagnetic field appears to be somewhat slower than the
expected 1/B4, possibly also due to the averaging over themI states. The experimentalmeasurement uncertainty
for these short lifetimes does not allow to be certain, however, that there is a real change in the scaling.

Figure 3. Simplified energy level diagramof 145Nd3+ for understanding the simple relaxationmodel presented in section 4. The
optical excitation is shown as the red, solid line. Themost probable decay path from the excited state is shown as a black solid line,
while the less probable paths that change nuclear spin projection are shown as black dashed lines. The fast and slow spin relaxation
rates are shown as blue solid and dashed lines, respectively. Three different spin relaxation ratesR0,R+ andR− are defined. Formost of
themagneticfields studied in this article, the ground state splits into two electronic branches (mS=±1/2), with eight possible nuclear
spin projections for each branch (mI=−7/2, .., 7/2). For simplicity only three nuclear spin projections are shown. The hyperfine
structure of the excited state is not discussed here, hence it is shown as a fuzzy region.
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TheB scaling of the slowerR+,R− rates, on the other hand, is expected to be significantly different [36, 37].
Indeed, as the Zeeman energy increases with themagnetic field, the spinmixing due to the non-secular terms of
the hyperfineHamiltonianwill decrease. As discussed byAbragam andBleaney [37], this causes the relaxation
ratesR+,R− to decrease, with respect to theR0 relaxation rate, with a factorB

2. Hence, qualitatively onewould
expect a 1/B2 scaling of theR+,R− rates. Infigure 4, we show afit of the high-field data of the slow lifetime
component to the formula 1/Ba, which yields an exponent a=2.5±0.2. As before, the averaging over themI

statesmight be responsible for the difference in scaling. Qualitatively, however, the observed scaling supports
our hypothesis that the slow decay is related to the SLR ratesR+,R− involving nuclear spin flips.

Finally, we comment on the lifetimesmeasured below 0.5 T, where spin flip-flops limit the spectral hole
lifetime for ionswith I=0 [20].Wefirst note that forfields down to about 0.15 T, the hyperfineHamiltonian is
still a perturbation to the ZeemanHamiltonian, in which case onewould expect the spinflip-flop process to
mainly drive theR0 transition shown infigure 3. This is because the spin flip-flop process is driven by dipole–
dipole interactions between the electronic spins, and changes in the nuclear spin projectionmI are due to the
hyperfineHamiltonian, similarly as for the SLR process. Generally we then expect a similar difference in theR0

andR+,R− rates, respectively. This explains the difference in themeasured fast and slow lifetimes also in the
low-field region, see figure 4. In the followingwewill concentrate on the lifetime of the fast decay.

As compared to the spin flip-flopmodel that wasfitted to the I=0 data in [20], here we expect amuch
slowerflip-flopR0 rate as there aremuch less spins in the oppositemS state with the samemI projection (a
reduction of 1/8 due to the + =I2 1 8nuclear states). In addition our sample is less doped (10 ppm compared
to 30 ppm), which reduces the dipole–dipole interaction. In [20]we found approximately a linear dependence of
the rate on theNd3+ concentration. So, based on these simple arguments we expect theflip-flop rate to be
reduced by factor of 24, qualitatively. This is also supported by the experimental data, as themaximum fast
lifetime is 850ms in this isotopically enriched 10 ppm 145Nd3+:Y2SiO5 crystal, as opposed to 80ms for the 30
ppmNd3+:Y2SiO5 crystal [20] for this particularfield angle.

Infigure 4we overlay the complete lifetimemodel of [20], shown as a blue dashed line, including the SLR and
flip-flopmodel, where the flip-flop rate has been scaled downby a factor of 24. The excellent agreementwith the
scaled down flip-flopmodel is rather surprising, given the simplicity of the scaling. Admittedly, however, amore
detailed study of the angular dependence of the slow and fast lifetimeswould be necessary for amore
comprehensive understanding of theflip-flop rate between hyperfine levels. It appears clear, however, that the
flip-flop process is a limiting factor also for 145Nd3+, even at concentrations as low as 10ppm.

5. Application to an opticalmemory

In this sectionwe discuss a light storage experiment performed in 145Nd3+:Y2SiO5, based on the AFC scheme [2].
TheAFC scheme is based on the creation of a periodic comb structure in the absorption profile, using a periodic
SHBprocedure.When an optical input pulse is absorbed by the AFC, it will generate an output pulse after a time
1/Δ (the AFC echo), whereΔ is the frequency spacing in the comb. TheAFC echo is a delay-line optical
memory, which can be used to store quantum states of light [16, 17, 21, 41]. An on-demandmemory can be
implemented using a three-level system and optical control pulses [2, 42, 43], but herewe restrict ourselves to the
basic AFC echo.

Figure 4.The fastTf (circles) and slowTs (squares) lifetimes as a function of the appliedmagneticfield along theD1 axis. The blue,
solid line shows the SLRmodel of [20], using themodel parametersfitted in that work. The blue, dashed line shows the complete
model of [20], consisting of the SLR and flip-flopmodels, where the latter has been scaled down by a factor of 24 as explained in
section 4. The red, solid line is a fitted scaling law µ T B1s

2.5 0.2.
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The efficiency of theAFC echo depends on the optical depth d of the comb peaks, the finesse F of the comb
and any residual optical depth d0 in between the comb peaks. The efficiency can be calculated using the formula
[2] h h= - -˜ ( ˜) ( )d d dexp exp2

deph 0 , where d̃ is the average optical depth and ηdeph is an intrinsic dephasing

factor due to the combfinesse. The optimal peak shape is squarish [44], inwhich case =d̃ d F and
h p= ( )Fsincdeph

2 . For a given optical depth d, there is an optimal comb finesse p p= ( )F darctan 2 . To
achieve high efficiencies, the challenge is tomake deep spectral holes that preserve the peak optical depth d, while
reducing d0 such that it does not limit the obtained efficiency significantly.

As shown infigure 4, themaximum lifetimes are reached around afield of 0.4–0.5 T, both for the fast and
slow decays.However, wemust also consider that the inhomogeneous optical line, as shown infigure 1, splits
into two lines for some field due to the ground state splitting, thereby reducing the absorption. For afield along
theD1 axis, the ground state g-factor is g=1.47, such that the split corresponds to the optical inhomogeneous
linewidth of 7.7 GHz for afield of 0.37T. Tomaximize the absorptionwe set the field to 0.15 T,wherewe still
reach a spectral hole lifetime of 3.4±0.2 s for the slow decay component (see figure 4). The light also passes
through the crystal 4 times, in order to reach amaximumoptical depth of d=4.7.

Infigure 5 the ratio of the residual to peak optical depth d0/d is plotted, as a function of the burning time.
The combwas created by scanning the laser whilemodulating the intensity using the double-pass AOM, the
same technique used in [17]. As expected, the d0/d ratio decreases with increasing burn time, while also
preserving the peak optical depth, which confirms that the optical pumping efficiency is increasing as the
spectral hole decays with a slower rate. For a combburn time of 900ms, the ratio is d0/d=1.3±0.9%,
significantly lower than the 6%–7%obtained in the reference experiment forNd3+:Y2SiO5 crystals in terms of
AFC storage efficiency [17].

TheAFC echo efficiencywas thenmeasured as a function of the peak optical depth, using a combburn time
of 1000ms. The overall optical depthwas varied by turning the linear light polarization before the crystal, and
using the strong dependence of the optical depth on the polarization [45]. As shown infigure 6, the efficiency
reaches amaximumof 33±1.5% for themaximumoptical depth. Themeasured efficiency is also compared to
the theoreticalmodel using the ratio d0/d=1.3±0.9%, showing an excellent agreement. For a longer crystal
themodel predicts amaximumefficiency of about 43%. Themaximum theoretical efficiency for a ratio of
d0/d=0.07 is 26%, on the other hand, which shows the improvement achieved in the 145Nd3+:Y2SiO5 crystal.

Themaximum efficiency is comparable to the AFCmemory efficiencies reached in praseodymium and
europiumdoped Y2SiO5 crystals without using cavities, which are 35% [46] and 32% [4], respectively. Higher
efficiencies (50%–55%) have been reached in bothmaterials using cavities [25, 26]. An analysis using the
equations in [26] shows that the loss due to the residual absorptionwould allow cavity-enhanced efficiencies in
145Nd3+:Y2SiO5 in the range of 71%–89%, for d0/d ratios within the experimental error 1.3±0.9%. The
uncertainty in this estimation is quite large due to the difficulty to accuratelymeasure the d0/d ratio. Also, other
lossesmight also reduce the efficiency [25, 26]. Themain point is that with spectral hole lifetimes of several
seconds, using the hyperfine structure in 145Nd3+, efficient optical pumping is possible and light storage
efficiencies can approach those reached in non-Kramers ions, where optical pumping is known to be efficient
due to long-lived nuclear spin states.

6. Conclusions and outlook

Wehave presented SHBdecaymeasurements in an isotopically enriched 145Nd3+:Y2SiO5 crystal. It was
observed that the spectral hole decays with two characteristic time scales, a fast and a slow one, which can be

Figure 5.Optical pumping efficiencymeasured by the ratio d0/d, as a function of the burning timeTburn. For the longest burn time the
d0/d is 1.3±0.9%. The inset shows theAFC structure using a 900ms burn. The details on theAFCpreparationmethod are described
in [17].
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explained by amodel invoking relaxation paths involvingΔmI=0 andΔmI=±1 transitions, respectively.
Themagnetic field dependence of the fast and slow decay timeswas found to follow the same trend as in
naturally dopedNd3+:Y2SiO5 crystals, but with a reduced contribution from spin flip-flops due to themany
hyperfine levels. Themaximum lifetime for the slow decay reached about 4 seconds, for amagnetic field of 0.5 T.
Furthermore, it was shown that the optical pumping efficiencywas improvedwith respect to naturally doped
Nd3+:Y2SiO5 crystals, which resulted inAFC echo efficiencies of up to 33%, similar to those obtained previously
in europium andpraseodymium crystals. An analysis showed that future experiments could reach efficiencies in
the range 71%–89%, by using cavity enhancement. In order to improve the efficiency beyond such values one
would need to further increase the hyperfine lifetime, which could be achieved by optimizing themagnetic field
angle and decreasing the dopant concentration [20]. Another interesting avenue of researchwould be to
investigate coherent optical-spinmanipulation, whichwould open up the possibility to performon-demand
quantummemory operation in 145Nd3+:Y2SiO5. In this context we emphasize that a nuclear spin coherence
times of 9ms has already been observed in thismaterial [32].
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